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Abstract: Thickness quantification of conductive ferromagnetic materials has become a common
necessity in present-day structural health monitoring and infrastructure maintenance. Recent research
has found Pulsed Eddy Current (PEC) sensing, especially the detector-coil-based PEC sensor
architecture, to effectively serve as a nondestructive sensing technique for this purpose. As a
result, several methods of varying complexity have been proposed in recent years to extract
PEC signal features, against which conductive ferromagnetic material thickness behaves as a
function, in return enabling thickness quantification owing to functional behaviours. It can be
seen that almost all features specifically proposed in the literature for the purpose of conductive
ferromagnetic material-thickness quantification are in some way related to the diffusion time constant
of eddy currents. This paper examines the relevant feature-extraction methods through a controlled
experiment in which the methods are applied to a single set of experimentally captured PEC signals,
and provides a review by discussing the quality of the extractable features, and their functional
behaviours for thickness quantification, along with computational time taken for feature extraction.
Along with this paper, the set of PEC signals and some MATLAB codes for feature extraction are
provided as supplementary materials for interested readers.
Keywords: eddy current; feature extraction; ferromagnetic; function; NDE; NDT; optimisation;
pulsed eddy current; review; signal processing; thickness quantification.
1. Introduction
Conductive ferromagnetic wall-like structures are commonly encountered as civil infrastructures,
especially in the form of walls of large pipes [1]. Since certain such infrastructures remain underground,
and are exposed to factors such as extensive moisture, they often undergo wall loss due to
corrosion [2,3]. The quantified remaining wall thickness of such structures becomes an important
parameter for their lifetime prediction [3]. This is where thickness quantification of conductive
ferromagnetic materials is a necessity in the engineering tasks of structural health monitoring and
maintenance.
While several techniques have been investigated for defect and crack detection of conductive
materials [4–20], when it comes to thickness quantification of conductive ferromagnetic materials,
the Pulsed Eddy Current (PEC) technique, especially the detector coil-based PEC sensor architecture,
has been commonly used [21–24]. The main reason for this associated with detector coil-based PEC
sensors can be identified as it being possible to extract signal features that are proportional to the
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diffusion time constant of eddy currents [23] induced inside a ferromagnetic wall-like structure,
and this diffusion time constant behaving as a function of the wall thickness [23]. Consequently,
several methods for extracting detector coil-based PEC signal features behaving as functions of
thickness have been proposed in recent years [22,24–28]. Some examples for PEC sensing being
used for in line inspection of conductive ferromagnetic underground infrastructure are available in
References [29,30].
As per recent advancements, related feature-extraction methods targeted towards ferromagnetic
material-thickness quantification can be classified into two categories: (1) fitting a sum of exponentials
to the signal [22,24] (those references do not provide conclusions about the method); and (2)
fitting a straight line to the later stage of the signal [25–28]. The latter category of line fitting
again becomes twofold: (a) least-squares-based fitting [25–27]; and (b) Savitzky–Golay filter-based
fitting [28]. It is evident that nowadays there is an increased interest towards fast and automated
condition assessment of conductive ferromagnetic pipes [29,30], mainly targeted at pipe-wall thickness
quantification. PEC sensing has been a leading candidate for available sensing options for the used
robotic platforms [29,30]. Therefore, it is important to have a formal analysis of the efficiency of
various PEC signal feature-extraction methods for users to decide which algorithms better suit their
applications depending on their target robustness levels, the constraints prevalent in the form of
required computation speeds, and the available computation power. Motivated by that requirement,
this paper contributes by applying PEC signal feature-extraction methods on a set of experimentally
captured signals and reviewing the outcomes and implications.
The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 briefly describes the operating principles of the
detector coil-based PEC sensor architecture; Section 3 introduces experimentally captured PEC signals
used for this work; Section 4 details the procedures for applying the feature-extraction methods found
in the literature, and reviews the results they produce along with the complexity of the algorithms;
and Section 5 concludes the paper by discussing the implications of results and complexity of the
different reviewed feature-extraction methods.
2. Detector Coil-Based PEC Sensors for Ferromagnetic Material-Thickness Quantification:
Operating Principles
PEC sensing is a member of the family of Eddy Current (EC) sensing techniques,
and Reference [31] is a useful source to read about EC sensing techniques in general. This section
briefly describes the operating principles specifically related to detector coil-based PEC sensing.
A detector coil-based PEC sensor architecture is typically composed of two concentrically wound,
air-cored, conductive coils [21–28,32,33]. One coil behaves as the exciter, which is excited by a Heaviside
step function-like voltage pulse. The excitation causes a rapid change in the surrounding magnetic
field, which, in return, induces eddy currents in a conductive test piece placed adjacent to the sensor.
The resultant effect of induced eddy currents and the excitation pulse is captured by the second coil, i.e.,
the detector coil, in the form of a unique time-varying voltage. This detector-coil voltage is identified
as the PEC signal that carries information about the test piece. A study [22] has shown this time (t)
domain PEC signal, denoted herein as V(t), can be modelled as an infinite summation of exponential
terms, as shown in Equation (1), where for i ∈ Z+, and bi and ci are model parameters (bi, ci ∈ <)
containing information about the properties of the sensor and adjacently placed test pieces. Figure 1





bi exp (−cit) (1)
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Figure 1. Example for typical shape of a detector coil-based Pulsed Eddy Current (PEC) signal.
As noted in Reference [23], when a detector coil-based PEC sensor is placed above a uniform,
homogeneous, conductive ferromagnetic plate having electrical conductivity σ, magnetic permeability
µ, and thickness d, the dominant time constant τ of the captured PEC signal, where τ ∈ R+, τ = 1/cj
for some j ∈ Z+, holds the proportionality τ ∝ µσd2. Thus, when τ is calibrated for a particular
material (i.e., µ and σ), it becomes a useful signal feature which behaves as a function of thickness d.
A unique attribute of τ, as evident from proportionality τ ∝ µσd2, is that τ is only ‘mainly’
influenced by the thickness and electrical and magnetic properties of the test piece. This in return
implies that τ as a signal feature has a degree of immunity to undesired practical constraints such
as lift-off, sensor size, sensor shape, and sensor tilt, which are often encountered in real-world
Nondestructive Testing (NDT) and Evaluation (NDE) tasks. This immunity of τ to such constraints is
of great advantage when it comes to real-world NDT and E applications, similar to those reported in
References [29,30], and has been studied and published extensively by some previous works [25–27].
Based on the model in Equation (1), previous works [22,24–28] all studied extracting signal features
to quantify ferromagnetic material thickness, with almost all features having some relationship to the
dominant time constant τ. This paper reviews the feature-extraction methods of those works in the
sections to come.
3. Experimental PEC Signals
Experimentally captured PEC signals used in this paper to apply feature-extraction methods
were collected on grey cast iron, which is a ferromagnetic material commonly found in aged critical
water pipes [34]. Using PEC sensing for condition assessment of grey cast iron is currently of great
interest [25–30,32–34], especially in relation to the task of critical pipe condition assessment [25,26],
a real-world NDT application. Signals were captured on grey cast iron blocks of 7, 11, 15, and 20 mm
thickness, machined out of a critical pipe test-bed in Sydney Australia. Vintage and location details of
the pipe test-bed are provided in Reference [34]. Although the thickness resolution of the blocks is
around 4 to 5 mm, it is not indicative of the actual thickness-quantification resolution the sensor can
deliver. A formal sensitivity analysis of the sensor related to thickness-quantification resolution has
also not been published, but some previous works [25–27,29,30,33] showed that the sensor produces
thickness estimates that constitute a continuous spectrum.
To examine the impact of lift-off, feature-extraction methods were run on signals captured at two
lift-off values (i.e., 0 and 12 mm; 12 mm is an arbitrarily chosen value to be indicative of a moderate
lift-off) on the same cast iron blocks. Users can test the feature-extraction methods on any set of signals
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captured from any detector coil-based PEC sensor. The signals used in this paper were captured from
the PEC sensing unit designed and developed by University of Technology Sydney, details of which
are published in other works [26,27,32].
Figure 2 shows a cross-sectional image with dimensions of the circular, air cored, concentrically
wound PEC sensor used to capture the experimental signals used in this paper. There were 600
exciter-coil turns, and 300 detector-coil turns. The diameter of the copper wire used to wind both coils
was 0.315 mm. The sensor was excited with a voltage pulse having 10 V amplitude, 50% duty ratio,
and 60 ms pulse width. The induced signals in the detector coil were captured after passing through
an instrumentation amplifier of gain 2000. PEC signals used in this paper were generated by averaging
curves resulting from 10 consecutive excitation edges (to reduce noise), as done in Reference [24].
Figure 2. Cross sectional image of the used circular-shaped PEC sensor [27].
The set of signals on which the feature-extraction methods are run in this paper are plotted in
Figures 3 and 4. Figure 4 depicts the same signals shown in Figure 3, but in logarithmic scale. The used
PEC sensor can capture signals at a sampling interval as low as 15 µs. However, the sampling interval
of the signals used to run feature-extraction methods (i.e., the signals plotted in Figures 3 and 4) is
300 µs.
Figure 3. Experimentally captured PEC signals used for the work of this paper.
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Figure 4. Experimentally captured PEC signals used for the work of this paper in logarithmic scale.
4. Review of Feature-Extraction Methods
Since detector coil-based PEC signals decay with time, as evident in Figures 1 and 3, a signal
becomes unusable beyond a certain time due to attenuating below the noise margin of the
signal-sampling electronics. Therefore, prior to executing any feature-extraction method, it is important
to identify the noise margin in order to select useful signal regions above that margin for processing.
The noise margin can easily be visualized by capturing an air signal (i.e., capturing a PEC signal with
the sensor placed in air to be indicative of a signal captured in free space) and plotting it in logarithmic
scale, as done in Figure 5. One can pick an adequate noise margin by observation; for the signals used
in this paper, ln[V(t)] < −4 (as marked on Figure 5), i.e., V(t) < 18 mV was selected as the noise
margin. This means that only signal regions greater than 18 mV, i.e., V(t) > 18 mV, were used to
apply feature-extraction methods in this paper. Some similar techniques to de-noise PEC signals are
discussed in Reference [21]. The methods of extracting signal features for thickness quantification are
reviewed in the subsections to follow.
Figure 5. Noise-margin visualization.
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4.1. Fitting a Sum of Exponentials
References related to this method are [22,24]. The idea behind this method is fitting the exponential
model presented in Equation (1) to an experimentally captured signal. By doing this, parameter cj,
for some j ∈ Z+, corresponding to the dominant time constant, can be estimated, and the reciprocal of
this estimated cj becomes signal feature τ, useful for thickness quantification.
Since the model in Equation (1) is an infinite series, the model as a whole cannot be fitted to a
signal. Therefore, the possibility of achieving a satisfactory model fit through fitting a manageable
finite number of exponential terms (like two or three) has been examined in [22]. According to that
work, three exponential terms seem to provide a reasonable enough fit. However, it is up to the users
to decide on how many terms they wish to fit; more terms may be added provided the willingness to
bear the cost of complexity.
Following the work in [22], three exponential terms are included in the model used for the work of
this subsection; Equation (2) shows the chosen model Vm(t), where b0 ∈ < characterises small DC offset
voltages that can often be present at the output of instrumentation amplifiers [32], which produced the
PEC signals used in this work.




bi exp (−cit) (2)
Fitting a model similar to that in Equation (2) to an experimentally captured signal Ve(t)
similar to those in Figures 3 and 4 can be done through some form of a minimisation of a sum
of residuals between the model and the signal. This was done through non-linear least-squares
minimisation of the cost function in Equation (3); which means the best fitting parameters (denoted












3 ]) result as the solution to the optimisation problem presented in
Equation (4).
cost = ||Vm(t)−Ve(t)||2 (3)
params∗ = arg min
b0...,bi ,ci ,...
(cost) (4)
The work of Reference [22] observed that the minimum ci value resulting from parameter
estimation becomes a signal feature behaving as a function of thickness. Therefore, following parameter
estimation, we extracted PEC signal feature τ as τ = 1/ min(c1, c2, c3). The signals and code to solve
the above optimisation problem and extract the feature τ are provided as Supplementary Materials for
interested readers to experiment and/or use.
To solve the optimisation, the initial condition set for model parameters was
params0 = [0.01, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1]. This initial condition was used in common for all signals.
Similarly, the common lower and upper boundaries for parameters (denoted as LB and UB,
respectively) were set to be LB = [−0.1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0] and UB = [0.1, 104, 104, 104, 104, 104, 104]—it
is considered as ci > 0 ∀i with respect to Equation (2) since the model is fitted only to the
decaying part of PEC signals [22,26,27]. Further, optimisation termination criteria used in
common for all signals were set to be as follows: Input Tolerance = Output Tolerance = 10−8;
and Maximum Function Evaluations = Maximum Iterations = 104. Optimisations were solved using
the lsqnonlin c© solver in MATLAB R2017b R©; the Trust-Region-Reflective algorithm was used.
Since the experimental signals carry a region where the signal reaches amplifier saturation
as evident in Figure 3 and the sum of exponentials model does not apply to such saturation
regions, the experimental signals Ve(t) used for fitting were selected such that Ve(t) = V(t) where
18 mV < V(t) < max[V(t)]; recall the noise margin identified from Figure 5 was 18 mV, i.e.,
ln[V(t)] ≈ −4. Also note that max[V(t)] represents the amplifier saturation voltage (see Figure 3).
Figure 6 shows an example for a model fitted to an experimental signal along with the Root Mean
Square Error (RMSE) of the fit. The behaviour of thickness against τ extracted from this method is
shown in Section 4.3.
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It is noted that the average computing time of this algorithm to extract
the signal feature τ is 413 ms, running on the MATLAB R2017b R© (MathWorks,
Natick, MA, USA) platform installed in a Personal Computer (PC) having
Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-8550U Central Processing Unit (CPU) @ 1.80∼1.99 GHz with 15.9 GB
usable Random Access Memory (RAM).
Figure 6. An example model fit, grey cast iron 20 mm thickness and 12 mm lift-off (RMSE = 0.00377).
4.2. Fitting a Straight Line to the Later Stage
Fitting a straight line to the later stage (i.e., as t >> 0) of the signal is discussed in References [25–28].
As presented in the works [26,27], this method is based on the PEC signal (when expressed
as a logarithm) behaving as a straight line at later stages just before entering the noise margin.




≈ −c1t + ln [b1] . (5)
Therefore, if a straight line is fitted to the later stage of a signal and c1 is estimated, required feature
τ used for thickness quantification can be estimated as τ = 1/c1. That, in summary, constitutes the
principle behind the methods that fit straight lines to the later stages of PEC signals.
4.2.1. Least Squares-Based Fixed-Region Line-Fitting Method
References [25–27] discuss simply extracting τ by means of linear least squares. First, the signals
at hand to be processed are plotted in a logarithmic scale and visualised in order to manually identify
a signal region (i.e., a fixed region such that α < ln[V(t)] < β, where α, β ∈ < as t >> 0) where signals
behave approximately as straight lines. An example for a manually identified region, as for the signals
in Figure 4, is shown in Figure 7; the identified region is: −4 < ln[V(t)] < −2. Since the range of the
linear region has no significance in slope calculation, at times it may be easier to calculate the slope
with respect to the X-axis, considering a reference such as the ‘0’ crossing point.
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Figure 7. Manually picked linear region for straight-line fitting.
To extract the feature τ, a straight-line model in the form of y = mt + c, where y is the dependent
variable that represents ln[V(t)], t is time, and m, c ∈ < are the gradient and Y-intercept, respectively,
is fitted to the identified linear regions of the experimentally captured signals. Then, τ is obtained as
τ = 1/|m|. Figure 8 depicts an example to how a model fitted to a selected linear signal region looks
along with the RMSE of the fit. The behaviour of thickness against τ extracted from this method is
shown in Section 4.3.
It is noted that the average computing time of this algorithm to extract signal feature τ is 2.07 ms,
running on the MATLAB R2017b R© (Publisher: MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA) platform installed in a
PC with Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-8550U CPU @ 1.80∼1.99 GHz, with 15.9 GB usable RAM.
Figure 8. Least-squares line-fitting example, grey cast iron with 20 mm thickness at 12 mm lift-off
(RMSE = 0.0762).
4.2.2. Savitzky–Golay Filter and Adaptive Least-Squares Fitting-Line (ALSFL)-Based Method
A limitation in the least-squares fitting method discussed in Section 4.2.1 is the region for line
fitting being fixed and having to be manually identified through observation. Instead, it is desirable to
have the capability to vary the region for line fitting and automatically pick the region within a PEC
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signal that is best (in some sense), which behaves as a straight line, and extract τ from that region.
Reference [28] proposes a method to achieve this to some extent. In that method, prior to extracting
feature τ, Savitzky–Golay filtering [35] is used to experimentally smoothen captured raw PEC signals.
As done in Reference [28], after smoothening PEC signals, in contrast to the method in Section 4.2.1,
an ALSFL approach was exploited to search the best fitting line along the smoothened logarithmic






where t1 < t < t2 when t1, t2 ∈ < is the signal duration of interest, such that
Noise Margin < V(t) < max[V(t)], as explained in Section 4.1. The intention is to first calculate
Vsum values from calibration signals acquired on known thickness values (of a particular material)
in order to use those values in the form of a look-up table to categorically classify PEC signals
acquired on unknown thickness values and prescribe some thresholds for further processing to
extract τ. By examining Figure 7, it can be realized how a smaller Vsum value corresponds to
smaller thickness value, while a larger Vsum value corresponds to a relatively larger thickness value,
providing the possibility of categorically classifying signals to thickness ranges based on the Vsum value.
Upon classifying signals, the Vsum-based look-up table then prescribes a starting point (i.e., a value in
ln[V(t)] scale) to be used as a starting point for the ALSFL, as well as a region of the signal (known as
the ‘search region’) to search for feature τ. Usually, the starting point for lower thickness classes is
larger, or higher up in the ln[V(t)] scale, while it is lower for higher thickness classes [28]. Starting from
the prescribed point, the algorithm fits straight-line models of different lengths, and spans the whole
‘search region’, searching for the best estimate of τ. Model fitting is done using linear least squares in
the same way as explained in Section 4.2.1. Fitting is repeated for multiple lengths of the line model,
and is stopped when the length reaches a defined maximum length. The mean of absolute distances
from relevant samples in the searching sections to their corresponding fitting lines is also calculated,
and the fitting line with a minimum mean absolute distance is selected as the best fitting line. Suppose
the gradient of the best fitting line is m, then feature τ is obtained as: τ = 1/|m|. The behaviour of
thickness against τ extracted from this method is shown in Section 4.3 based on the results reported in
Reference [28].
An advantage of this method is known to be τ having better sensitivity to lower thickness values
for a given excitation voltage for a given PEC sensor [28]. For a given sensor, a conventional way
of having sensitivity to low thickness values is exciting the sensor with lower voltage (this lower
voltage is not a precise value, and varies from material to material, as well as the properties of the
sensor), and increasing the excitation voltage to have better sensitivity to higher thickness values [26].
However, if one desires to avoid the hardware complexity of having to change the excitation voltage
according to thickness values to be estimated, the ALSFL algorithm discussed in this subsection may
be advantageous, as it reportedly shows better sensitivity to low thickness values for a given excitation
voltage without losing sensitivity to higher thickness values [28].
Based on reported results [28], it is noted that the average computing time of this algorithm to
extract signal feature τ is 14.4 ms, running on the MATLAB R2016a R© platform installed in a PC with
Intel Core i5-6500 CPU @ 3.20 GHz.
4.3. Results Comparison
Figure 9 shows the functional relationship of thickness against feature τ extracted through the
three methods discussed in Sections 4.1, 4.2.1 and 4.2.2. Following how the functional relationship
is visualized in Reference [27], the relationship is plotted in Figure 9 in the form of the thickness
logarithm taken in metres against ln(τ).
To assess the influence of lift-off on the three methods, the RMSE between ln(τ) values
resulting from the 0 mm lift-off and the 12 mm lift-off cases for each method was computed.
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The resulting values were 0.161, 0.0792, and 0.0585 for Exponential Fitting, Least-Squares Fitting,
and Savitzky–Golay/ALSFL, respectively. The RMSE values suggest that τ values estimated from the
Savitzky–Golay/ALSFL method were least affected by lift-off, while the τ values estimated from the
Exponential Fitting method were most affected. This suggests that the Savitzky–Golay/ALSFL method
could be the better choice on scenarios where high immunity to lift-off is desired. Furthermore, Figure 9
shows how τ values estimated from the Exponential Fitting and Least Squares methods lose sensitivity
as thickness gets lower, while in contrast, the τ values resulting from the Savitzky–Golay/ALSFL
method maintain better sensitivity to lower thickness by maintaining the straight-line-like behaviour
between the logarithm of thickness and ln(τ). As discussed later in Section 4.2.2, this attribute can be
advantageous where one would like to have sensitivity to a larger thickness range (especially including
lower thickness values) under a fixed excitation voltage.
Finally, in terms of computation time as calculated in Section 4, the Least Squares method tends
to be the fastest (2.07 ms), while the Savitzky–Golay/ALSFL method tends to be the second-fastest
(14.4 ms), and, understandably, the Exponential Fitting method tends to be the slowest (413 ms)
provided the non-linear optimisation step that has to run within.
Figure 9. Functional behaviour of thickness against feature τ.
5. Conclusions
This paper presented a review of methods used for feature extraction from PEC signals for
the purpose of thickness quantification of conductive ferromagnetic materials via NDT and E.
The detector-coil-based PEC sensor architecture was specifically in focus. All reviewed methods
attempt to extract as a feature, a reasonable representation of what is known as the eddy current
diffusion time constant [23] of an inspected test piece. The underlying principle can be summarized as
the eddy current diffusion time constant being a parameter predominantly influenced by the electrical
and magnetic properties of the test piece, and also thickness; in return, when calibrated for a particular
material, this parameter behaving as a function of thickness, and thus enabling thickness quantification
if extracted as a signal feature—while showing some reasonable immunity to constraints such as
varying lift-off and sensor tilt that often occur in real-world NDT and E tasks.
Three feature-extraction methods were identified and reviewed in this paper, namely:
(1) Fitting a Sum of Exponentials, (2) Least Squares-Based Fixed-Region Line-Fitting Method,
and (3) Savitzky–Golay Filter and ALSFL-based Method. From the three methods, the Exponential
Fitting method seems to have the greatest generality but least practicability when it comes to the
requirement of fast, robust, and critical NDT and E applications. The reason for this can be identified
as the requirement of having to run some form of a non-linear optimisation step to extract features,
and consequently, computation is likely to be time-consuming as well as the results are likely to lack
robustness due to some probable subjectiveness to initial and termination conditions provided, and the
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algorithms used to solve the optimisation (or fitting) problem. However, this method can be very useful
for performing extensive analysis on signals at a post-processing stage. In contrast, the line-fitting
methods, although lacking in generality when compared with the Exponential Fitting method, seem to
be more robust to constraints such as varying lift-off, and faster in terms of computation time.
Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2079-9292/8/5/470/s1,
PEC signals used for the work of this paper along with some MATLAB codes to perform feature extraction.
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